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by Jane Hirschhorn, Mt. Ida College

Designing quantitative studies sensitive to everyday, qualitative
writing-center work allows writing center directors to develop policies
based on patterns in student responses.

People who work in writing centers
are drawn to the profession for
qualitative reasons: they like to
read, they enjoy working with
language, and they want to help
students become better writers.
Good tutors evaluate which
practices work best with each
student and analyze what they as
tutors could have done better. As
important and qualitative as an
individual tutor’s conclusions are,
they comprise only one perspective
in a writing center. However, as a
writing center administrator, I believe it is also important for writing center
professionals to embrace quantitative analysis, because these measures can
provide both a comprehensive view and sharper perspective of the students we
serve.

Writing center professionals have noted the importance of conducting
quantitative research. David Wallace, quoted in an article by Michael
Pemberton, writes: “I think we’ve forgotten that data can surprise us and that
careful reflection about data can help us to see things that get lost in the rush
of the actual interaction” (24). Here, Wallace supports the notion that data
collection and analysis allows for a sharper perspective that an individual tutor’s
descriptive analysis cannot provide.

Qualitative experience and quantitative analysis in writing center practice work
best together. This belief certainly resonates beyond the walls of the writing
center. In Better: A Surgeon’s Notes on Performance, physician Atul Gawande
writes of the connection between narrative and numbers in medicine. The book
describes true stories of how he and other doctors have been challenged to
provide better care for their patients from a qualitative perspective. In the
afterword, however, Gawande offers five suggestions for becoming a better
doctor, one of which speaks directly to quantitative measures. He writes:
“Count something. Regardless of what one ultimately does in medicine — or
outside medicine, for that matter — one should be a scientist in this world.” He



concludes: “If you count something you find interesting, you will learn
something interesting” (254-255). Gawande’s directive to “count something”
encourages all workers to think numerically when they seek ways to improve
performance.

Few WC directors would deny that these numbers provide us with
important information. However, after two years of counting
visits, I wanted data from a more nuanced, qualitative type of
counting that focused on the frequency of the types of tutoring
help we were providing students.

Counting in the WC

I found Gawande’s idea of combining both qualitative description with
quantitative analysis to be useful in analyzing writing center work, where we
are asked to do both on a daily basis. As writing center directors, we are
required by our institutions to count: number of student visits, number of
contact hours, etc. Few WC directors would deny that these numbers provide us
with important information. However, after two years of counting visits, I
wanted data from a more nuanced, qualitative type of counting that focused on
the frequency of the types of tutoring help we were providing students. Were
we providing one type of assistance more frequently than another? Was there a
pattern based on different student populations or disciplines? I was looking for
a more detailed and comprehensive view of our services, and I hoped that I
could achieve this goal by asking tutors to track how they spent their time
during each tutoring session.

Pilot study part I: Fall 2009

In fall 2009, I designed a study to answer at least some of the above questions.
I asked our eight professional and two peer tutors what types of tutoring help
they provided students while I also recorded what types of tutoring help I
provided students. Using the Client Report Form (CRF) from WC Online, I
created a drop-down list of categories from which tutors could select to take
part in the study. The types of help offered were: getting started, intro/thesis,
body paragraphs, organization, outlining, transition, revision, sentence
structure/grammar, developing ideas, conclusion, MLA/citation, and other. There
was also space for tutors to write in comments.

When I began the study, I was still unsure of what question I wanted to ask of
the data I was gathering. As time passed, I decided to focus on freshmen, since
our WC sees them in significant numbers, and most of them have little or no
experience with college writing. I wanted to see if the data revealed a pattern
that we had observed anecdotally: namely, that compared with upperclassmen,
freshmen more frequently arrived in our office needing help with the earliest
stages of the writing process.

Study results

The data were based on 458 CRF’s out of 587 sessions. Of the 458 visits, we
collected data from 175 freshmen and 283 non-freshmen. A close examination
of the data supported our hypothesis that freshmen needed more help early in
the writing process in the “intro/thesis” category, which was 33.1% for
freshmen, compared to 14.5% for non-freshmen.

One result that seemed to contradict our hypothesis was that a smaller



percentage of freshmen received help in the “getting started” category as
compared to non-freshmen (9.7% versus 18.4%). Also, the percentages for
“developing ideas” were virtually identical (16.0 % for freshmen versus 16.6%
for non-freshmen). Based on these results, it was clear that more data needed
to be collected over multiple semesters. In this analysis, it is important to note
that the total figures for all categories add up to more than 100%, because
many tutors documented more than one type of writing help during an
individual session.

Despite some conflicting data, the pilot study suggested that freshmen needed
assistance with their first college writing assignments in the earliest phases of
the writing process: getting started and intro/thesis. These results revealed a
broader, yet more specific portrait of freshmen WC users as compared to their
older classmates. The numbers support what we as tutors experienced
individually, but the data reveal a more comprehensive view of the types of
help we were collectively providing to freshmen and all students.

Limits to the data and its interpretation: Fall 2009

There are at least three limitations to the data and its interpretation. First, only
458 of 587 sessions were captured because of noncompliance from tutors.
Second, in some sessions, there may have been a difference between what
students wanted tutors to address (often grammar or proofreading), and the
tutors’ commitment to focus on Higher Order Concerns, in keeping with our
writing center policy. The third limitation was tutors may have interpreted the
meaning of categories differently from one another.

It was this third limitation of differing interpretation of the categories among
tutors that I discussed with my staff after the end of the fall semester. Tutors
acknowledged that there was some confusion over the meanings of the
categories. For example, several tutors noted that the categories did not
indicate whether students had arrived to the session with a draft. Of course, the
category “getting started” might include a student with no draft, but the
category “developing ideas” could have been interpreted by the tutor to mean a
student who had a solid thesis but nothing else written down.

The discussion with staff was highly useful in refining the study. Tutors provided
important input regarding their interpretations of the categories. One of the
most significant points that we agreed upon was that the categories needed to
indicate if the student arrived at the session with or without a draft. We also
talked about the fact that much of the work we do with students is revision,
which encompasses a host of tasks, including grammar/syntax,
organization/outlining, transitions, and developing ideas.

Based on my discussion with tutors, I divided the categories into three major
groups: no draft, revision with existing draft, and citation. Before the start of
the spring semester, I revised the categories on WC Online. I also created a
CRF “cheat sheet” for tutors describing the different categories, which I sent to
tutors and posted on the WC’s main bulletin board. These new categories are
represented chronologically, as the early and later stages of the writing process
and are summarized below. The words italicized in parentheses are the
category titles from the drop-down menu on the CRF. “ND” means “no draft”
and “ED” means “existing draft.”

- Getting Started (no draft): helping the student understand the assignment,
brainstorming, outlining, etc.



(getting started ND)

- Introduction/Thesis (no draft): guiding the initial discussion and drafting
of a thesis statement and opening
paragraph (intro/thesis ND)

- Revision: Thesis/Introduction (existing draft): guiding the discussion
and refining arguments in the draft
(developing ideas ED)

- Revision: Body Paragraphs (existing draft): helping the student with
organization/cohesiveness and/or content
(body para ED)

- Revision: Transition (existing draft): helping students craft effective
transitions (transition ED)

- Revision: Incorporating Sources (existing draft): helping the student
incorporate research
(quotations/summaries/paraphrases) into body paragraphs (inc. sources ED)

- Revision: Concluding Paragraph (existing draft): helping the student
craft a conclusion that summarizes ideas and is
consistent with thesis (conclusion ED)

- Revision: Grammar/Syntax (existing draft): involves but is not limited to
sentence construction, verb tense,
vocabulary (grammar ED)

- Citation (existing draft): involves how to prepare a works cited/references
page as well as the mechanics of in-text
citations (citation ED)

The above changes to my spring study significantly improved the accuracy of
my data collection for the spring. These changes may have also contributed to a
greater participation rate by tutors in individual sessions.

Spring 2010 data

The spring data confirmed more directly our anecdotal evidence in describing
the discrepancies between freshmen and non-freshmen. The data revealed that
freshmen were given more help in the early stages of the writing process than
non-freshmen. The early stages are defined with the new categories as “getting
started” (no draft), “introduction/thesis” (no draft) and “developing ideas” in
the thesis and introduction (with draft). Out of 106 visits, 53% of freshmen
received help in at least one of these categories.

Out of 229 non-freshmen visits, only 33% received help in one of these areas.
Of the three “early stages,” the widest discrepancy between freshmen and non-
freshmen existed in “developing ideas,” receiving 43% of the freshmen visits as
compared with 24% of non-freshmen visits.

Since these results primarily examine freshmen visits from English classes, I
questioned whether the range of disciplines encompassed in the non-freshmen
group was affecting the data. The discrepancy in freshmen English classes
versus non-freshmen English classes was also significant. In comparing
freshmen English classes and non-freshmen English classes in the early stages
of the writing process, 52% percent of freshmen received help over 90 visits



compared to English non-intro courses at 31% for 52 visits. Spring data were
collected from 335 CRF’s out of 392 total visits.

One unexpected result of the spring data revealed was the percentage of
freshmen who sought help without a draft. I had predicted that a higher
percentage of freshmen would arrive with no draft as compared to non-
freshmen, but the numbers were fairly similar: 24% for freshmen and 18% for
non-freshmen. As in the fall data, the categories add up to more than 100 %
because tutors could choose more than one category per session.

It is important to note that one limitation of the revised categories is that I
would not be able to compare the spring data to the fall data. However, I
decided that because the spring data could provide a more nuanced result than
the fall data, I would move forward with the revised categories. I also believed
that the spring data were more valuable than the fall data, since the spring
categories were more specific and their definitions more commonly agreed-
upon by tutors.

Limits to the spring data and its interpretation

Some of the limits to the fall data, and its interpretation, were ameliorated in
the spring. There was a greater percentage of tutor compliance for CRF’s: 335
out of 392 visits in the spring (85%) as compared to 458 CRF’s out of 587 visits
(78%) in the fall. Also, there was likely a more uniform agreement of what the
categories meant among tutors.

Another limitation to the data, however, persisted from the fall to the spring
semester: the issue of multiple visits. Most visitors to the WC visited between
one and five times in the fall and between one and three times in the spring.
However, there were a few students who came in many times during both the
fall and spring semesters. In the fall, one student visited 15 times during the
semester and another student visited 30 times. In the spring, one student
visited 14 times, another visited 23 times, and a third used our services 24
times. Although the reality of multiple visits certainly affects the interpretation
of the data, we chose to include them in this analysis, since the presence of
numerous multiple visits occurs almost every semester at our writing center.

Other studies

Our study appears to be consistent with a general pattern among freshmen
writers at other institutions. According to data gathered from 2003-05 from the
North Carolina Wesleyan College Writing Center, students in 100-level
courses worked on global writing issues at a higher frequency than students in
higher-level courses. Doug Enders, the author of the study writes: “The clearest
pattern of this decrease occurred in visits addressing ‘developing or clarifying a
thesis’ which dropped from 37 percent in 100-level courses to 17 percent in
400-level courses and ‘establishing a proper focus,’ which dropped from 29
percent to 18 percent.” Based on the results from North Carolina Wesleyan and
Mount Ida, there is significant potential for further study of the types of help
tutors provide freshmen at other institutions.

Writing about it

Dr. Atul Gawande advises medical students to “write something,” because it can
help them make meaning from their work, but he also urges people to write for
its societal impact. He notes: “By soliciting modest contributions from the
many, we have produced a store of collective know-how with far greater power



than any individual could have achieved. And this is true outside science as
inside” (255-256). It is no coincidence that his book encourages future doctors
to engage in counting and writing, because the former can enumerate a
pattern, and the latter has the potential for providing knowledge for others.

[Q]uantitative analysis allows us as tutors and administrators to
see patterns and trends beyond our daily experiences, offering us
a broader perspective.

It is significant that my experience in gathering and analyzing data has taught
me the importance of bridging qualitative experiences and quantitative analysis
by writing about both. Tutors work from a personal, qualitative perspective to
form anecdotal theories about the populations they serve. But quantitative
analysis allows us as tutors and administrators to see patterns and trends
beyond our daily experiences, offering us a broader perspective. Both our
research and the North Carolina Wesleyan study supported our theory about
freshmen writers. In addition to writing about my experiences here, I plan to
share these findings with my colleagues at Mount Ida and at other institutions.
I know that these findings will be useful in training professional and peer tutors
at Mount Ida and possibly at other writing centers.

My experience of incorporating quantitative analysis into my work has been
challenging but informative, and always interesting. I learned to think from a
quantitative perspective and developed a keen appreciation of the difficulties of
designing a quantitative study. I plan to continue gathering data in this area
into the 2010-11 school year. Perhaps I will focus on gathering data on a
writing-intensive course required of juniors, or on students from a specific
degree program.

Reflecting on my experience with qualitative and quantitative concerns in the
Writing Center, I am buoyed by the thought of writing as a way to bridge the
divide between the numerical and descriptive dimensions of the writing center.
These two concerns are two perspectives of the same experience. Writing about
qualitative experiences and quantitative analysis can honor both the numbers
and the narrative by giving us a fuller, richer perspective of our work.
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